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Action integrals and partition functions in quantum gravity
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One can evaluate the action for a gravitational field on a section of the complexified spacetime which avoids
the singularities. In this manner we obtain finite, purely imaginary values for the actions of the Kerr-Newman
solutions and de Sitter space. One interpretation of these values is that they give the probabilities for finding
such metrics in the vacuum state. Another interpretation is that they give the contribution of that metric to
the partition function for a grand canonical ensemble at a certain temperature, angular momentum, and
charge. We use this approach to evaluate the entropy of these metrics and find that it is always equal to one
quarter the area of the event horizon in fundamental units. This agrees with previous derivations by
completely different methods. In the case of a stationary system such as a star with no event horizon, the
gravitational field has no entropy.

I. INTRODUCTION 6 =c =@=k= 1.

In the path-integral approach to the quantization
of gravity one considers expressions of the form

g= dg d exp iI g,

where d[ g] is a measure on the space of metrics
g, d[P] is a measure on the space of matter fields P,
and 1[1, P] is the action. In this integral one must in-
clude not only metrics which can be continuously
deformed into the flat-space metric but also homo-
topically disconnected metrics such as those of
black holes; the formation and evaporation of
macroscopic black holes gives rise to effects such
as baryon nonconservation and entropy produc-
tion. ' ' One would therefore expect similar pheno-
mena to occur on the elementary-particle level.
However, there is a problem in evaluating the ac-
tion I for a black-hole metric because of the space-
time singularities that it necessarily contains. ' ~

In this paper we shall show how one can overcome
this difficulty by complexifying the metric and
evaluating the action on a real four-dimensional
section (really a contour) which avoids the singu-
larities. In Sec. II we apply this procedure to
evaluating the action for a number of stationary
exact solutions of the Einstein equations. For a
black hole of mass M, angular momentum J, and
charge q we obtain

where

z=(r, r) 2 '(r, '+J M-') ',

One interpretation of this result is that it gives
a probability, in an appropriate sense, of the
occurrence in the vacuum state of a black hole
with these parameters. This aspect will be dis-
cussed further in another paper. Another inter-
pretation which will be discussed in Sec. III of this
paper is that the action gives the contribution of
the gravitational field to the logarithm of the parti-
tion function for a system at a certain temperature
and angular velocity. From the partition function
one can calculate the entropy by standard thermo-
dynamic arguments. It turns out that this entropy
is zero for stationary gravitational fields such as
those of stars which contain no event horizons.
However, both for black holes and de Sitter space'
it turns out that the entropy is equal to one quarter
of the area of the event horizon. This is in agree-
ment with results obtained by completely differ-
ent methods. ' '

II. THE ACTION

The action for the gravitational field is usually
taken to be

(16m) ' R(-g)~' d4x.

However, the curvature scalar B contains ter~s
which are linear in second derivatives of the
metric. In order to obtain an action which depends
only on the first derivatives of the metric, as is
required by the path-integral approach, the second
derivatives have to be removed by integration by
parts. The action for the metric g over a region
Y with boundary BY has the form

in units such that
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The surface term B is to be chosen so that for
metrics g which satisfy the Einstein equations the
action I is an extremum under variations of the
metric which vanish on the boundary BY but which
may have nonzero normal derivatives. This will
be satisfied if 8 = (8m)

' K+C, where K is the
trace of the second fundamental form of the bound-
ary BY in the metric g and C is a term which de-
pends only on the induced metric h, on O'Y. The
term C gives rise to a. term in the action which is
independent of the metric g. This can be absorbed
into the normalization of the measure on the space
of all metrics. However, in the case of asymptot-
ically flat metrics, where the boundary BY can be
taken to be the product of the time axis with a two-
sphere of large radius, it is natural to choose C
so that I=0 for the flat-space metric g. Then 8
= (8v) ' [K], where [K] is the difference in the
trace of the second fundamental form of BY in the
metric g and the metric g.

%e shall illustrate the procedure for evaluating
the action on a nonsingular section of a complexi-
fied spacetime by the example of the Schwarz-
schild solution. This is normally given in the
form

de =-(1-2Mr ')dt +(1 —2Mr ') 'dr +r'dg

(2.2)

(2.8)

(2.9)

where (8/sn) fdZ is the derivative of the area JdZ
of BY as each point of BY is moved an equal dis-
tance along the outward unit normal n. Thus in
the Schwarz schild solution

KdZ =-32i) M(1 —2Mr ')~'

x—[ir2(1-2Mr-')~2]
dy

= - 32 m iM(2r - 3M) . (2.10)

The factor iarise-s from the (-ii)'i' in the sur-
face element dZ. For flat space K=2r '. Thus

with period 8aM. On the Euclidean section 7 has
the character of an angular coordinate about the
"axis" r =2M. Since the Euclidean section is non-
singular we can evaluate the action (2.1) on a re-
gion Y of it bounded by the surface r =rp The
boundary BY has topology S'xS and so is compact.

The scalar curvature 8 vanishes so the action
is given by the surface term

This has singularities at r =0 and at r = 2M. As
is now well known, the singularity at r =2M can
be removed by transforming to Kruskal coordi-
nates in which the metric has the form

ds' =32M'r 'exp[-r(2M) '](-dz'+dy')+r'dQ',

KdZ =-32') iM(j, —2Mr )i 2r .~

~

Therefore

(2.11)

where

(2.3)
= 4viM'+O(M' r,-')

-zm+y~ =[r(2M) '- 1]exp[r(2M) '],
( y+ z)(y- z) ' = exp[t(2M) '] .

(2.4)

(2.5)

The singularity at x =0 now lies on the surface z'
-y2 =1. It is a curvature singularity and cannot
be removed by coordinate changes. However, it
can be avoided by defining a new coordinate P =iz.
The metric now takes the positive-definite or
Euclidean form

ds' =32M'r 'exp[-r(2M) '](df'+dy')+r'dA',

(2.6)

where r is now defined by

(1«) f)"„F-")),) ''d x. - (2.13)

For a solution of the Maxwell equations, F"., =0
so the integrand of (2.13) can be written as a di-
vergence

(2.12)

where z = (4M) ' is the surface gravity of the
Schwarzschild solution.

The procedure is similar for the Reissner-
Nordstrom solution except that now one has to
add on the action for the electromagnetic field F„.
This is

g2+y'=[r(2M) '-1]exp[r(2M) ']. (2.V)

On the section on which g and y are real (the Eu-
clidean section), r will be real and greater than
or equal to 2M. Define the imaginary time by v'

=it. It follows from Eq. (2.5) that r is periodic

F E g"g' =(2E'"A,).,i.
Thus the value of the action is

-(8v)-' Z"A.dz, .

(2.14)

(2.15)
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The electromagnetic vector potential A, for the
Reissner-Nordstrom solution is normally taken to
be

where

(T„-,' g„—T)K'dZ', (2.20)

(2.16)
M„=(4m) ']o4+20+„. (2.21)

However, this is singular on the horizon as t is
not defined there. To obtain a regulm potential
one has to make a gauge transformation

(2.17)

f =iv~ '(M -qC ).- (2.18)

where 4 = Q(r, ) ' is the potential of the horizon of
the black hole. The combined gravitational and
electromagnetic actions are

7 a] =(f'+ p)ucu] +Pgab ~ (2.22)

where p is the energy density and p is the pres-
sure of the fluid. The 4-velocity u. can be ex-
pressed as

rV„ is the mass of the black hole, A is the area
of the event horizon, and QH and J~ are respec-
tively the angular velocity and angular momentum
of the black hole. ~ The energy-momentum tensor
of the fluid has the form

Xu' =K'+A m (2.23)

r =7.2vx-' (16v)-' ft K'dz. +2-'M,
Z

(2.19)

where K' / x8, =s8/st is the time-translation Killing
vector and Z is a surface in the quasi-Euclidean
section which connects the boundary at r =ro with
the "axis" or bifurcation surface of the horizon
r =r,. The total mass, M, can be expressed as

We have evaluated the action on a section in the
complexified spacetime on which the induced me-
tric is real and positive-definite. However, be-
cause 8, I'„, and g are holomorphic functions on
the complexified spacetime except at the singu-
larities, the action integral is really a contour
integral and will have the same value on any sec-
tion of the complexified spacetime which is homo-
logous to the Euclidean section even though the in-
duced metric on this section may be complex.
This allows us to extend the procedure to other
spacetimes which do not necessarily have a real
Euclidean section. A particularly important
example of such a metric is that of the Kerr-New-
man solution. In this one can introduce Kruskal
coordinates y and z and, by setting P =iz, one can
define a nonsingular section as in the Schwarz-
schild case. %e shall call this the "quasi-Eucli-
dean section. " The metric on this section is com-
plex and it is asymptotically flat in a coordinate
system rotating with angular velocity 0, where
0 =jM '(r, ' +j'M ') ' is the angular velocity of
the bl.ack hole. The regularity of the metric at
the horizon requires that the point (t, r, 8, ]t]) be
identified with the point (t +i'm ', r, 8, ]t]+i2vQz ').
The rotation does not affect the evaluation of the

J[K]dZ so the action is still given by Eq. (2.18).
One can also evaluate the gravitational contribu-
tion to the action for a stationary axisymmetric
solution containing a black hole surrounded by a
perfect fluid rigidly rotating at some different
angular velocity. The action is

p+3P E dZ~, (2.24)

where

J~ =- T,q
m'dZ' (2.26)

is the angular momentum of the fluid. By the field
equations, 8 =8w(p —3P), so this action is

I=2viz ' M-0]re-Q„j„-M(8v) '+ pK'dZ,

(2.26)

One can also apply (2.26) to a situation such as a
rotating star where there is no black hole present.
In this case the regularity of the metric does not
require any particular periodicity of the time co-
ordinate and 2zz ' can be replaced by an arbitrary
periodicity ]8. The significance of such a periodic-
ity will be discussed in the next section.

%e conclude this section by evaluating the action
for de Sitter space. This is given by

f =(16m) ' (ft — 2)A(-g)'i' dx
Y

+(8~) ffri]az, -'
BY

(2.2V)

where A is the cosmological constant. By the field
equations 8 =4A. If one were to take Y to be the
ordinary real de Sitter space, i.e. , the section
on which the metric was real and Lorentzian, the
volume integral in (2.2'f) would be infinite. How-
ever, the complexified de Sitter space contains a

where 0 is the angular velocity of the fluid, m'
is the axial Killing vector, and A. is a normaliza-
tion factor. Substituting (2.21) and (2.22) in (2.20)
one finds that

M =(4v) ' gA+20Hj„+20„j
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III. THE PARTITION FUNCTION

In the path-integral approach to the quantization
of a field [1) one expresses the amplitude to go
from a field configuration P, at a time t, to a field
configuration [I), at time t, as

[g„i,[g„i,) fg[p]e»=plii[g]), (3.1)

where the path integral is over all field configura-
tions [[[) which take the values [I), at time t, and P,
at time t, . But

(y„t, [y„t,) =(y, (exp[-iH(t, —t,)1 lp&), (3 2)

where H is the Hamiltonian. If one sets t~ —$,
=-ip and p, = [j), and the sums over all )t), one ob-
tains

pr exp(-gg) =fg[p] exp[ii[g]), (3.3)

where the path integral is now taken over all fields
which are p'eriodic with period P in imaginary
time. The left-hand side of (3.3) is just the parti-
tion function Z for the canonical ensemble consist-
ing of the field [j) at temperature T = p '. Thus one
can express the partition function for the system
in terms of a path integral over periodic fields. "
When there are gauge fields, such as the electro-
magnetic or gravitational fields, one must include
the Faddeev-Popov ghost contributions to the path
integral ""

One can also consider grand canonical ensembles
in which one has chemical potentials p. , associated
with conserved quantities C,. In this case the par-
tition function is

section on which the metric is the real positive-
definite metric of a 4-sphere of radius 3 ~A ' 2.

This Euclidean section has no boundary so that
the value of this action on it is

(2.28)

where the factor of -i comes from the (-g)'Ia.

which are near background fields go and )][), which
have the correct periodicities and which extrem-
ize the action, i.e. , are solutions of the classical
field equations. One can express g and [t) as

g=go+g 4=40+4 (3 6)

and expand the action in a Taylor series about the
background fields

I[ g, yl =I[g., e.]+i.[ g] +I.[ yl

+higher-order terms, (3.6)

+ln d exp iI~

But the normal thermodynamic argument

lnZ= —8"T ~,

(3 't)

(3.8)

where W=M —TS-+,p, C, is the "th.ermodyram-
ic potential" of the system. One can therefore re-
gard iI[ go, [I)0] as the contribution of the background
to -WT ' and the second and third terms in (3.7)
as the contributions arising from thermal gravi-
tons and matter quanta with the appropriate chemi-
cal potentials. A method for evaluating these lat-
ter terms will be given in another paper.

One can apply the above analysis to the Kerr-
Newman solutions because in them the points
(t, r, 8, )t)) and (t+2wi« ', r, 8, P+2niQ« ') are
identified (the charge q of the graviton and photon
are zero). It follows that the temperature T of
the background field is «(2m) ' and the thermody-
namic potential is

but

W =-,'(M-C Q), (3.9)

(3.10)

where I,[g] and I,[[t[)] are quadratic in the fluctua-
tions g and p. If one neglects higher-order terms,
the partition function is given by

ing =i)[ g„p,] e)nfg[ g] exp[ri [g])

g=Trexp -g( g»g, C,) (3.4)
Therefor e

2M =TS+ ~if)Q+AJ, (3.11)

For example, one could consider a system at a
temperature T =P ' with a given angular momen-
tum J' and electric charge Q. The corresponding
chemical potentials are then Q, the angular veloc-
ity, and 4p, the electrostatic potential. The parti-
tion function will be given by a path integral over
all fields )jI whose value at the point (t +i P, r, 8, [t)

+iPQ) is exp (qPC) times the value at (t, r, 8, Q),
where q is the charge on the field.

The dominant contribution to the path integral
will come from metrics g and matter fields [t)

but by the generalized Smarr formula' "
~M =«(8m) 'A+ —,'4pQ+QZ.

Therefore

(3.12)

S T =- 12gA (3.14)

but in this case 8' = —TS, since M =J= Q =0 be-

(3.13)

in complete agreement with previous results.
For de Sitter space
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cause this space is closed. Therefore

$=12mA ', (3.15)
%~=M —0 J + pK dZ, . (3.18)

which again agrees with previous results. Note
that the temperature T of de Sitter space cancels
out the period. This is what one would expect
since the temperature is observer dependent and
related to the normalization of the timelike Killing
vector.

Finally we consider the case of a rotating star
in equilibrium at some temperature T with no
event horizons. In this case we must include the
contribution from the path integral over the matter
fields as it is these which are producing the gravi-
tational field. For matter quanta in thermal equili-
brium at a temperature T volume V» T of flat
space the thermodynamic potential is given by

Therefore the total thermodynamic potential is

W'=M —0 J (p+ p)K'dZ. , (3.19)

but

(3.20)

where T is the local temperature, s is the en-
tropy density of the fluid, p, , is the local chemica].
potentials, and n; is the number densities of the
ith species of particles making up the fluid.
Therefore

g Y-~ -
& p( ~)~~2d4&= PyZ'-~. (3.16)

In situations in which the characteristic wave-
lengths, T ', are small compared to the gravita-
tional length scales it is reasonable to use this
fluid approximation for the density of thermody-
namic potential; thus the matter contributing to
the thermodynamic potential will be given by

In thermal equilibrium

(3.22)

(3.23)

where T and p, , are the values of T and p; at in-
finity. ' Thus the entropy is

S = — su'dZ, . (3.24)

(because of the signature of our metric IP dZ, is
negative), but by Eq. (2.26) the gravitational con-
tribution to the total thermodynamic potential is

This is just the entropy of the matter. In the ab-
sence of the event horizon the gravitational field
has no entropy.
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